
Fremont Unified School District 
Health Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of June 10, 2010 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:03 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (18 of 20) 18 with voting privileges. Attendees: Anne Damron, Cynthia Fong, 
Sybil Smith, GiGi Wai-Chew, Ekta Shah, Priyanka Upadhyay, Cathy Critchfield, Aimee Hubacek, 
Catherine Norman, Livia Quan, Debra Pearson, Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Ann 
Crosbie, Kathy Velasco, Catherine Layden, Susan O’Neil, Carol Zilli. District Liaison Kathryn 
Ashford, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Three guests were present:  Marilyn 
Singer from the League of Women Voters, Aditi Honawar, a teacher from Oliveira, and Serge 
Zilli, a community member.  
 
Minutes from May 2010 were passed with two abstentions (Aimee Hubacek and GiGi Wai-Chew). 
 
We discussed the HSEAC report made at the 5/26/10 School Board Meeting. After we went 
through the slides and requested changes in the Bylaws, we were asked to research curriculums 
from other schools, consider child psychology on curriculum, and find Sex Ed. recommendations 
for 4th,5th,6th  grade for 2011. Ivy Wu did not like Flash. They debated whether or not to downsize 
the HSEAC membership. Cathy Layden stated that it has taken a membership of 20 to get an 
average attendance of 17 members per meeting during the last year 
 
At 7:13 pm, Aimee Hubacek outlined the three comments on the proposed Bylaw changes from 
the school board meeting for our review. Aimee made a motion to reword Page 1, Article IV, 
Section A2 to correct duplication regarding the publicity of vacancies on this committee. The 
motion passed unanimously. Aimee made a second motion to add Page 1, Article IV, Section A3 
(new), to state: “At the discretion of the Board of Education, one-year terms may be assigned as 
necessary when filling vacancies to rebalance the committee”. Sybil Smith seconded the motion 
and it passed unanimously. Thirdly, we discussed the proposal of reserving two seats for student 
representatives, leaving the demographics vague for flexibility. Aimee made a third motion to 
reserve two seats on the committee for students referencing Page 2, Article IV Section F1A. Sybil 
seconded. After discussion, this motion passed unanimously at 7:34 pm.  
 
There was discussion regarding year end expiration of committee seats. Ann Crosbie said that 
there would be quorum problems in September, that the School Board meets on the second 
Wednesday and the HSEAC meets on the second Thursday which would only give new members 
one day notice for the first meeting. As of this date, there are 16 openings, 19 applications, with no 
student applications. Aimee Hubacek said that there will be some people willing to come back to 
help at the 1st meeting in September.  
 
 
At 7:42 Kathy Ashford said that at the September housekeeping meeting, the Board will rebalance 
the HSEAC with 10 on 10 off, 6 one year terms, 8 adult two year terms. 
 
Anne Damron requested volunteers for the publicity chair, there were none. 



 
Aimee Hubacek suggested that we vote to make exceptions to the Bylaws for changing the date of 
meetings. Discussion included that the Board meets in September; we expire in June with back to 
school night conflicts in September. Lara York wanted to advertise over the summer and vote in 
September. Susan O’Neil said we need to correct the expiration dates on the applications. Aimee 
confirmed the necessary date changes. The subject was tabled. 
 
At 7:58 discussion shifted to the DVD, Puberty: The Great Adventure Boy Version c2004 viewed 
at the May meeting including compare/contrast to Health and Wellness Your Body Boy Video 
viewed in March 2010. Cathy Critchfield stated that there are no standards for 4th grade. Anne 
Damron agreed. At 8:15, Ann Crosbie made a motion to send the film to the teachers committee 
for possible adoption, Sybil Smith seconded. Susan O’Neil noted that there are no men on the 
committee to get feedback from. After some discussion, the original motion was withdrawn. A 
new motion was made to send it to the teachers committee for possible adoption including our 
votes on 4th, 5th, 6th grade appropriateness. Sybil Smith seconded. A procedural question was 
asked, does this go from us to them to the board. Carol Zilli wants to hear from the teachers before 
voting. Kathy Ashford said there is no standard sitting committee for 4th, 5th, 6th. They would have 
to form one first, then staff it. Cynthia Fong said move on it, don’t send it back. Aimee Hubacek 
called for a vote. 
Vote for recommending the DVD for 4th grade:   5 yes, 9 no, 4 abstained 
Vote for recommending the DVD for 5th grade:   7 yes, 7 no, 4 abstained 
Vote for recommending the DVD for 6th grade: 12 yes, 2 no. 4 abstained 
 
Anne Damron provided a handout from the California Healthy Kids Resource Center. 
 
Our graduating student representatives Ekta Shah and Priyanka Upadhyay were thanked for their 
participation as they move on to UCSD and UC Riverside.  
 
For summer research, the committee was provided with a handout on 4/5/6 FLASH including the 
Table of Contents for an overview of FLASH with the link: 
http://www.kingcounty.gov/health/flash 
 
Carol Zilli asked for feedback, how do we measure effectiveness? Nadine Camara said the safe 
program for kids keeps statistics and that the 7/8 FLASH link on the website is incorrect and needs 
to be fixed.  
 
At 8:35 pm, Aimee Hubacek made a motion to adjourn. Sybil Smith seconded. On a side note, 
Ekta and Priyanka said that students need a junior year refresher because they don’t remember 
freshman health. Cathy Norman passed out a handout on contraception. Cynthia Fong objected to 
the handout because the meeting was not over. There was some confusion as to when the meeting 
ended. At 8:39 pm, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Minutes Submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden 
Approved:  9/16/10 
 
 



Fremont Unified School District 
Health Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of September 16, 2010 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:01 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum was 
present (11 of 18).  Attendees: Nadine Camara, Catherine Critchfield, Anne Damron, Dianne Jones, Catherine 
Layden, Catherine Norman, Sybil Smith, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter, Christina Wong, Carol Zilli. District 
Liaison Kathryn Ashford FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Two guests were present: James Ho, 
a Junior from Mission High School and Kevin Chen, a Senior from Irvington High School. 
 
Introductions were made of members and guests. 
 
Amended Minutes from June 10, 2010 were approved with 7 yes, 1 no and 3 abstentions (Dianne Jones, Kathleen 
Walter, Christina Wong). 
 
Anne Damron made a point of order. She will check into the rules for handouts. If the information is provided at 
least a week before the meeting, it will be added to the posted agenda under new business. 
 
Anne Damron provided a recap of the HSEAC report from the May 26, 2010 School Board meeting. The School 
Board wants us to make a presentation in January 2011 of an age appropriate Sex Education curriculum for grades 
4,5,6. Kathryn Ashford informed us that they are currently using 3 videos for 5th grade. Discussion was made 
regarding the State Standards and the Ed Code. Kathleen Walter, new member and parent, stated that she found 
last years 7/8 FLASH parent packet to be confusing, overwhelming and misleading. 
 
New member packets were distributed to the new members, the only change from last year’s packet being the 
junior high course catalog which can be found on the district website.  
 
Elections of Secretary and Chairperson are tabled because we have 7 members absent due primarily to back to 
school night conflicts. Anne Damron and Catherine Layden are continuing in their roles until the next meeting.  
 
Viewing Schedules for “Nightmare on Puberty Street” and “Secrets” were distributed. Nadine requested that Kathy 
Ashford make sure the audio is good at the parent previews since the material is not available online, and noted 
that Kaiser’s videos should be in the district library office as required by law. Kathy Velasco, a Centerville parent 
said that she missed the parent preview; because the date had passed by the time she got her parent packet, 
noting there should be a second showing.  It is recommended that HSEAC members see the live presentations 
because they have changed so much. Discussion was made of some of the controversial issues in the content of 
Secrets.  
 
At 7:58 pm, Anne Damron reminded the committee that we have a Board Directive to try to find something for 
grades 4,5,6 by January 2011. Cathy Critchfield was asked to submit the curriculum worksheets in electronic 
format. The Grade 5,6 Curriculum Worksheets were handed out and explained, showing how they reflect the Health 
Education Standards and the Ed Code. Carol Zilli reminded the committee that there are no standards for 4th grade, 
and that abstinence is stressed in the ED Code. Carol reflected on the big responsibility we have to find the best, 
accurate guidelines and how much weight we should give to risk reduction vs. risk avoidance; which would have 
more value for children.   
 
At 8:10 pm, Kathy Ashford stated that abstinence is in the Ed Code for grade 7, not earlier. Nadine mentioned 
finding a new program that talks more about puberty, values, and involves parents. Anne Damron stated for 
homework that everyone should review 4/5/6 FLASH thoroughly for the next meeting. Everyone should try to 
research what other school districts are doing. Sybil said Newark is cherry picking what they are using. Carol 
reminded us that Dr Brown told us we had to select a whole program and the teachers would choose what they 
wanted to use. Nadine said that FLASH has updates all the time that are not reviewed or approved. Cathy Layden 
asked to see the Healthy Kids girl video. 
 
At 8:25 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous, 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden 
Approved:  10/14/10 



Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of October 14, 2010 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:02 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (20 of 20) 20 with voting privileges. Attendees: Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen 
Bush, Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Kevin Chen, Catherine Critchfield, Ann Crosbie, Anne 
Damron, James Ho, Dianne Jones, Catherine Layden, Victoria Leiphart, Catherine Norman, Susan 
O’Neil, Livia Quan, Sybil Smith, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter, Christina Wong, Carol Zilli. District 
Liaison Kathryn Ashford, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. One guest was 
present: Dr. Jim Morris, Superintendent of Schools. 
 
Minutes from September 16, 2010 were approved with 8 yes votes and 5 abstentions.  
 
Discussion took place regarding the election of Chairperson, Vice Chairperson, and Secretary. The 
elections had been postponed from the previous meeting.  Motions were made to select candidates. 
A motion was made to vote on a slate comprised of Anne Damron for Chairperson, Anne Crosbie 
for Vice Chairperson, and Catherine Layden for Secretary. The vote was approved unanimously.  
 
At 7:15 pm, the committee began the review of FLASH 4,5,6. A point of order question was asked. 
When will we vote on recommendations for the January school board meeting? The challenge is to 
find a new curriculum to replace the currently used outdated supplemental materials by the 
December HSEAC meeting. Nadine Camara asked how the State Ed Code and the Dept of 
Education Health Standards are to be applied to this age break. Kathryn Ashford stated that we do 
not have to implement a full health program, just follow the Ed Code, that AB 689 is not required 
until 7th grade.  
 
Discussion of FLASH 4,5,6 began. One member thought that FLASH 4,5,6 was age appropriate, but 
missing human aging and STDs, menopause, body image eating disorders and shaving. A third 
member said that 20% of 2nd grade girls think that they are dieting. A fourth member said that the 
program needs updating, that the program states that they have “not found a puberty film produced 
in the last decade that they can recommend.” The presentation of anatomy should be gender 
specific and made separately to boys and girls to protect modesty, and she wants an emphasis on 
puberty. The next speaker stated that boys and girls should get all the information, but there should 
be sensitivity for separation, she likes the conversations, sensitive introduction; learn the right 
words, no judgments. The next member said that the 18 lessons less the 4 HIV lessons are too long 
and there is no way to judge the effectiveness of the program, that there should be separation while 
learning anatomy because of embarrassment and modesty, which would be better taught by 
invitation than mandatory. The next member said that children have the right not to see or hear 
talking about private parts. Teach teachers to recognize child abuse rather than have them self-
reporting. Ideas for abuse games give children examples to imitate. The next member quoted the 
FLASH 4,5,6 frequently asked questions section. The program “spans the school age years 5-12 
and secondary special education” pointing out that this curriculum was not designed for 4th grade, 
which is what we are tasked with. The next quote was in regards to cherry picking sections of the 
curriculum  “pulling out a single lesson or two, especially without the climate setting introductory 
lesson in the curriculum is unlikely to be effective with respect to actual, sustained health behavior 
change.” The next member said that the components should be split over 3 years; she likes it, 
wants to see evidence that proper words cause behavior. The next member said that the program 
should be split over 3 years, liked it as a whole, likes the teacher guidelines, bothered by: talk to 
family or watch TV show, body image needs more.  The next member said that boys are immature, 



teasing would be an issue and respect would need to be enforced, that he would recommend 
anatomy be taught separately. The next member said that body parts and sex are taught as no big 
deal, when the opposite is true and should be taught that it’s a very big deal because of the life long 
consequences of making poor choices. The next member said that child abuse prevention group 
presentation has changed from 20 years ago, evidence based Tribes, character ed programs hard 
to catch, kids mobile, new students not have that basis. A previous speaker said that a pregnant 
Newark student was told that sex was no big deal, instead of the risks and consequences of sexual 
behavior. The next member said that there is no evidence that sex ed causes sexual behavior 
earlier. Body image gives healthy self respect, sets limits, take responsibility for your behavior not 
casual, impulsive. Make responsible choices, wait for maturity. The next member said that with 
anatomy, baby words are learned at home, that teacher training is important; teachers are 
uncomfortable, mature teachers are needed. The next member said that FLASH 4,5,6 is more than 
what we need, and that it could be better presented, it needs more on personal boundaries and has 
too much that is not on the list and not enough of what is on the checklist. It has good decision-
making and refusal skills but overemphasizes HIV and not STDs. She did not like the presentation 
of anatomy. The next member did not like the homework with the TV; the homework tries to 
encourage parental involvement but falls short.  A better program would have more dialogue 
between parent and child. The next member liked it very much including gender roles and family 
self-esteem. She said it would not be cherry picking to apply parts of the program. She was put off 
by the lack of bells and whistles but like the teacher detail. The next member said that students are 
mobile and that 4,5,6 could be separated for students who weren’t there the year before. She liked 
the TV homework about the media, parsing media messages. The next member said that there are 
no statistics available to measure the effectiveness of this program. There are emotional and 
physical consequences of the body for the making of poor decisions. The next member agreed. 
That the role of parents is to convey values and information, that these things are ideally learned at 
home. The next member agreed that we need parent education. Why do 4th graders need this? 
FLASH does not make clear distinctions for grade levels, that by lumping them in with active 
sexuality based on this program’s belief system, it undermines the role of family values. For 4th 
grade, sex is a big deal, not mechanical but holistic, the underlying messages are important. The 
conversation of this issue is stopped. 
 
At 8:27 pm, Nadine Camara submitted new curriculum for the HSEAC to review. The website is 
www.growingupcomesfirst.org. This program covers maturation, puberty, anatomy, personal 
boundaries, media awareness, body image and respect. It is available in Spanish and has a parent 
book. The cost is 40.00 and has go to meeting teacher training. Kathryn Ashford will make the 
information available to the group for pickup.  
 
Guest Dr. Jim Morris, Superintendent of Schools was introduced to the group. He said that the 
curriculum is important but the teaching is more important. He appreciates the honesty of the 
student leaders, that parents do a poor job.  
 
Sybil Smith said that she received notice of a seminar from the Alameda Office of Education that 
she would forward to Anne Damron to share with the committee. Anne Damron will send out a 
group email notification. 
 
Anne Crosbie mentioned Supplement Speaking Big Choices Big Change: Speaking of Sex, Always 
Changing 5th grade Puberty Ed Program. 
 
At 8:38pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   11/18/10 



Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of November 18, 2010 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:02 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (16 of 20) 16 with voting privileges. Attendees: Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, 
Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Cathy Critchfield, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne Jones, 
Catherine Layden, Victoria Leiphart, Catherine Norman, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Sybil Smith, Kathy 
Velasco, Carol Zilli. District Liaison Kathryn Ashford, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was 
present. Seven guests were present: Serge Zilli, community member, Marilyn Singer from the League 
of Women Voters, Hamred Nekrawish and Frozan Nekrawish, parents, Cecilia Ng an Irvington High 
School student working on a Quest project, and two Monta Vista High School students. 
 
Introductions were made and the Mission Statement was referenced at the top of the agenda. 
 
At 7:07 pm, the Minutes from October 14, 2010 were unanimously approved. 
 
Review and discussion of the DVD “Growing Up Comes First” commenced. There was some small 
trouble opening some of the files, although there are free downloads available online and most of the 
files are available on the website www.growingupcomesfirst.org, Nadine passed around some 
handouts of the Spanish parent handbook.   
 
One member said that the program has really good strengths, labeled it excellent, fantastic. She kid 
tested it on her 11 year old. The downside was that it covered the exact same material for later 
grades and did not cover STIs. The next member really liked it, especially the parent handbook, and 
the power point presentation. She thought it was organized well, self-explanatory with good teaching 
aids.  The next member said that the program gave an excellent description of normal anatomy; she 
liked the video of boys and girls together talking positively and really liked the emphasis on body 
image and media. She noted that it lacked coverage of STIs, pregnancy, dating, orientation, and did 
not have enough on boundaries, sexual and dating violence. She liked FLASH more, but there is 
confusion over what is and is not required for 4th grade, this curriculum teaches human development.  
Responding to a question from a guest regarding what we are doing, she said that children should 
talk to their parents for values about moral behavior.   
 
At 7:25 pm, the next member said that Growing Up Comes First has wonderful parts; the values part 
is in the parent handbook with teachable moments.  A previous speaker said there is a lack of 
reference to the HPV vaccine generating discussion and mention of referral to a pediatrician. The 
next member reminded the committee that the state standards are guidelines only and that this part 
of the Ed Code applies to 7th grade and up, therefore STD/STI information is not required at this 
grade level. Comparing this program to FLASH, which has 18 lessons, this program is short, concise, 
and easy to present, covers body image, eating disorders. She states that the redundancy for 4th, 
5th,and 6th grades is a good thing to reinforce what they need to know.  The next member was really 
pleased with the accuracy of anatomy and really liked the parent handbook. As a parent, it gives 
parents a good approach to talk to their children, a good tool. The next member liked the boundaries, 
and the repetition for the next year depending on child development, that the repetition is really good. 
A previous member seconded that. The next member to speak liked the videos and power point 
presentations. She thought there was a good section on boundaries. She liked the parent handbook, 
body images, and section on models/media. She wished there was more on how to talk to your peers.  
 



The next member kid tested the program with her 13 year old. The 13 year old liked the animation, 
and the tone of the program. She thought it appropriate for her 10-year-old sister.  She thought the 
whole family could watch it together. The member liked it for covering recognizing boundaries, 
bullying, and taking advantage of others. At 7:44 pm, the next member said we need something new 
to replace the silly pancake video, that there is a huge variation in what children are ready for in this 
age range. She said we need a clear parent preview night. The next member loved the parent 
handbook for its ability to get parents to communicate with their children at a younger age, but noted 
the lack of discussion about marriage. The next member was very impressed with the program, liking 
the boundaries section; the program is up to date, very pleased. The next member loved the parent 
handbook and the great tools for the teachers. 
 
Kathy Ashford explained that with parent preview nights, there has been communication and logistic 
problems, which have improved since they have had a good implementation of FLASH. There were 2 
parent preview nights, followed up with permission slip/opt in forms. The record keeping is not easy. 
They have done a good job getting information to parents. Anne Damron pointed out that there are a 
wide range of computers in the classrooms in the elementary schools that need to be able to open 
the computer files. A guest asked about preview night, opt in/opt out and wants it available online. 
Most of it is available online now, all of it would be at a parent preview. At 8 pm, Anne Damron 
explained that after the School Board selects a program, an invitation would be made to preview 
night. Anne Damron observed that there appears to be a general consensus that we liked Growing 
Up First for recommendation to the Board.  
 
The next member noted that FLASH is too long. She said that young girls get pregnant from 
situations involving pressure by a partner, or date rape and that setting boundaries is very important. 
A previous speaker wants more dating boundaries, good general boundaries, and peer pressure. We 
need to address the pressure to have sex from older boys who go after girls who look 16 in 6th grade. 
These girls get coerced into something they have no idea about. This could be addressed in 
supplemental material. The next member said that the importance to abstain until marriage should be 
included in boundaries. A previous speaker said that we need a progression of “friends will pressure 
you to …”.  Anne Damron stated that teachers are already doing things that tie into this. Head Heart 
Hands, bully prevention, Tribes.  
 
At 8:15 pm, Nadine Camara said that this program has a quiz for measurement of what they are 
learning which can be uneven across the school district. It would be better if there were one team 
who taught this program across the district.  
 
Everyone keep their checklists for the next meeting when we vote on our recommendations to the 
School Board. 
 
New Business: There are 2 new curricula to look at: Puberty The Wonder Years 2010 out of Michigan 
broken down by grade level, 4,5,6 binder from Dianne Jones and P&G School Programs revised 
(already using the older version) www.pgschoolprograms.com/puberty Cathy Critchfield found it to be 
very well done, practical with 3 downloadable videos. Anne Damron will make these available by 
email notification. The next meeting we will review these two new programs, then make 
recommendations to the Board and start working on our presentation to the Board.  Anne Damron 
appreciates all the extra time members have taken to accomplish this project.  
 
At 8:35 pm, M/S/A to end meeting: unanimous 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden 
Approved:   12/9/10 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of December 9, 2010 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:03 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (18 of 20) 18 with voting privileges. Attendees: Kelleen Bush, Nadine Camara, 
Elizabeth Champion, Cathy Critchfield, Ann Crosbie, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne Jones, 
Catherine Layden, Victoria Leiphart, Catherine Norman, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Sybil Smith, Kathy 
Velasco, Kathleen Walter, Christina Wong, Carol Zilli. One guest, Marilyn Singer was present from 
the League of Women Voters.  
 
Amended minutes from November 18, 2010 were approved with two abstentions (Christina Wong, 
Ann Crosbie). 
 
Anne Damron announced the rescheduled date for the School Board meeting presentation, 2/23/11.              
Anne announced that the HSEAC curriculum compliance checklists may now be found on and 
downloaded from the FUSD website.  
 
The committee reviewed the curriculum: Puberty: The Wonder Years by Wendy Sellers, 2010 for 
grades 4,5,6. Some of the information may be found on www.emc.cmich.edu. The review packets 
were missing the Appendices containing all the suggested resources for this curriculum, some of 
which may be found online.   
 
The first member to speak liked it, found it factual, age appropriate, medically accurate but noted that 
the program does not appear to come in Spanish. She liked the way it encourages parental 
involvement and has respect for marriage. The next member liked it, said it was comprehensive, 
encouraged parental involvement, respect among peers, but was concerned by how long the program 
was. She liked the way children were taught that they are not ready to have babies. The next member 
liked it. It was long, but clearly broken down by grade levels, had good parental involvement, 
respectful refusal skills, concerned with the length of the program. It had good, factual reproduction 
and fetal development lessons. The next member said that the length of the program was a Board 
concern. She liked the science feel to it and said that a week is not unreasonable. The next member 
felt that the program was overwhelmingly long, had good teacher tools, but that it was dry, scientific.  
 
The next member agreed that there was too much scientific information and that the science may not 
be age appropriate when they will have this in a later biology class. She found it very thorough, 
factual, but too much detail, too long.  Cathy Layden said that she was very concerned about the fact 
that no one had read through the missing appendices or reviewed the Minimum Recommended 
Materials List. A lot of resources are listed here that need to be acquired including 10 videos just for 
4th grade, plus various other books, information booklets, posters, cassettes and pamphlets. 
Reference: http://www.emc.cmich.edu/materials/minimum/four.htm. She said that the program 
spends a lot of time going over making healthy choices and refusal skills but without being able to 
review the large quantity of additional resources, that it would be wrong to recommend this program 
because we have not done due diligence in our review.  
 
The next member said that we do not need to use this program in complete form; we could omit or 
spend less time on some lessons. The next member said that the program encourages parental 
involvement, is well structured for teachers, and well thought out. It teaches why you wait to have a 
baby, goes over media influence, peer pressure. She wished for evidence based results and noted 
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that the program was sensitive to local laws in other states. She quoted a section that said you should 
use locally approved materials as part of the curriculum. The next member said that this program 
would be a good source of supplemental materials. She liked the way current song lyrics were used 
to make lessons on media influence interesting. She wants refusal skills taught in the end of 6th grade 
or the beginning 7thgrade. The next member said that the program spends too much time on cell 
biology and heredity and brushes through normal anatomy and hygiene. It has good parental 
involvement, role-playing for media, respect for others. She found it excessively repetitive, simplistic, 
and painfully long. It needs more on dating refusal skills and boundaries. She said that it showed 
respect for marriage and committed relationships but seemed to have a subtle bias on same sex 
relationships.  
 
The next member said that there was a lot of biology, but that he liked the worksheets, which had 
interesting real cases that could happen. He thought the hygiene was pretty good. Anne Damron 
wondered how close their standards are to ours. She found the program detailed, written for teachers 
by teachers. This curriculum would require teacher training, it has powerful media lessons, and is 
from a big diverse state. Nadine Camara said that the length of the program would be overwhelming 
for teachers and suggested making a motion for training a team of teachers to go to each site for 
consistency. Anne Damron said this was a good suggestion for the Board presentation because there 
are 297 4th, 5th & 6th grade classes in the FUSD and there was precedent for this idea such as the 
itinerant prep specialists. 
 
At 7:48 pm, the committee reviewed “Always Changing” Curriculum from Proctor and Gamble 
http://www.pgschoolprograms.com/puberty/, currently used in the FUSD elementary schools.  The 
first member to speak liked the handouts, thought that this was age appropriate for 4th grade, that the 
video was good preparation for girls hitting puberty early and had good hygiene. The next member 
said that the schools are using the older version, that the newer one was better but really limited. She 
feels that both boys and girls should see it. The next member said that it was a good supplemental 
material. She liked the PowerPoint presentations and booklets for children. She thought the parent 
information was lacking, and was uncomfortable with the product brands but liked that it was available 
in Spanish. The next member said that she liked the booklets, but there was no sexuality, it was not 
comprehensive.  The next member said that it had good hygiene, and he liked how it showed how to 
use each product.  A previous member said that “Growing Up First” was better for the whole picture. 
The next member said that “Puberty: The Wonder Years was very factual but the missing videos 
make it hard to recommend. She loves the idea of creating a teacher team for this subject matter. The 
next speaker said, “Always Changing is age appropriate for 4th grade. Do they want to build on it as 
an introduction for more in 5th and 6th grade? What does the Board want? The videos are good, 
showing good communication, modeling people who are different. This covers the basics.  
 
Anne Damron talked about how and when the Board presentation needs to be done so it can be 
revised for the Board packets. Procedures were discussed. A teacher committee has yet to be formed 
which will review our suggestions and make a separate recommendation to the Board. The Board 
would like to see it implemented this year after STAR testing. Programs costs were discussed; P&G’s 
program is free, first come first serve. The Wonder Years cost is 58.00 without resource material.  
FLASH is downloadable, but you have reproduction costs. There is no Sex Ed time period set for this 
age group. 
 
Nadine Camara made a motion the HSEAC recommend to the Board that all Sex Education is to be 
separated by gender, male and female, there is to be no coed sex ed in elementary school. Cathy 
Critchfield seconded the motion. Discussion followed. One member was uncomfortable with the line 
drawn nature of the motion, some children work well together. Another member agrees some need to 
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be together, leave it to the teachers, opposes the motion. The next member agrees with the motion 
for 4th grade.  The next member agrees with the motion that it would prevent bullying. The next 
member agrees with the motion, especially with anatomy. Privacy is very important and coed Sex Ed 
is not appropriate at that age. The next member agrees all media need to be together, disagrees all 
things should be learned separately. A previous member said that children find this embarrassing so 
separation protects privacy and stops teasing. The next member said if you separate the sexes you 
will get questions whereas if the children are coed there will be no questions. Susan O’Neil said that 
the motion should stand as it shows our opinions. The motion was approved 10 yes, 8 no. 
 
At 8:26 pm, Ann Crosbie made an amended motion that we vote on the 3 multiple grade level 
curricula: FLASH 4,5,6, Puberty: The Wonder Years, and Growing Up Comes First, with a separate 
vote on Always Changing as a supplemental program, so that we are evaluating each curriculum as a 
whole.  After some discussion, the motion was amended to include an additional vote on Always 
Changing as a complete curriculum. Livia Quan seconded the motion. The vote to approve the voting 
process was approved 17 yes, 1 no, 
 
At 8:33 pm, it was decided to publish the motion and confirm the board meeting dates. The committee 
insisted on pushing past the end of the meeting time to vote on the HSEAC Sex Ed recommendations 
for grades 4,5,6. 
 
The vote to recommend the curriculum: F.L.A.S.H 4,5,6 to the School Board:  9 yes, 9 no. 
 
The vote to recommend the curriculum: Growing Up Comes First to the School Board:  16 yes, 2 no 
 
The vote to recommend the curriculum: Puberty: The Wonder Years:  10 yes, 4 no, 4 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a supplement in 4th grade: 15 yes, 0 no, 3 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a supplement in 5th grade:  13 yes, 3 no, 2 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a supplement in 6th grade:  12 yes, 4 no, 2 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a complete program for 4th grade: 7 yes, 8 no, 3 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a complete program for 5th grade: 3 yes, 11 no, 4 abstain 
 
The vote to recommend Always Changing as a complete program for 6th grade: 1 yes, 14 no, 3 abstain 
 
At 8:42 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden 
Approved:   1/13/2011 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of January 13, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A quorum 
was present (19 of 20) 19 with voting privileges. Attendees: Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, Nadine 
Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Kevin Chen, Cathy Critchfield, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne 
Jones, Catherine Layden, Victoria Leiphart, Catherine Norman, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, Sybil 
Smith, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter, Christina Wong, Carol Zilli. District Liaison Kathryn Ashford, 
FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Three guests, Bruce Green from the Afghani 
Coalition, and Hamid and Frozan Nekrawish, parents were present. 
 
The HSEAC mission statement was reviewed for our guests. Minutes from December 9, 2010 were 
approved with two abstentions (Lucienne Bouvier and Kevin Chen). 
 
Anne Damron reminded the committee of the rescheduled date for the School Board meeting 
presentation, 2/23/11 after 6:30 pm.  Our presentation needs to be done in advance. The 
presentation should consist of what we have accomplished in the 7 meetings since our last 
presentation.  
 
Anne Damron read aloud a short summary of our meeting minutes that she will use as a guide to 
prepare a short bullet PowerPoint presentation. The teacher committee has still not been formed.  
 
Dianne Jones made a motion “to recommend the program starting in 4th grade”. Sybil Smith 
seconded the motion.  Discussion followed. In response to questions from our guests, explanations 
were made that we are an advisory committee charged with answering requests from the School 
Board, the school board decides policy for the district; and how opt out forms work. One member 
feels that boys do not need this information earlier as they are not mature enough. Another member 
asked the guests to please preview the material before deciding as 9 and 10 year old girls are getting 
their periods and thinks the materials are appropriate for boys too.  A guest said that many non- 
English speakers don’t want sex education. They want to raise their children according to their own 
culture and worries about individual teachers injecting their own values.  The next member doesn’t 
like the way the motion is written; it needs to be more specific. The next member has implementation 
concerns, consistency for opt in is an issue, parents need to be proactive, some children are not 
ready at this age and who is teaching it. The next member said that a teacher cadre would help solve 
the consistency problem. The next member said that the motion states the program but we have 
looked at four, which program are we referring to? A vote was taken: 8 yes, 11 no. The motion was 
defeated.  
 
Catherine Norman made a motion to recommend Always Changing as a complete program for 4th 
grade girls only. Nadine Camara seconded the motion.  One member said that was ridiculously unfair. 
Another member said that she doesn’t believe it is good for boys at this age. The next member said 
that we have a widely diverse community, parents involvement is very important, that at this age 
facial hair, body odor are factors, some are ready, some are not. The next member said that opt in is 
confusing, you have to sign up for it; that we should at least offer it, that it should be available to 
everyone. A vote was called: 5 yes, 13 opposed, 1 abstention (Kevin Chen).  
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Discussion of suggestions for information to be included in the upcoming presentation to the School 
Board Trustees regarding recommendations for Grade 4,5,6 curriculum and supplemental materials 
continued.  
 
Guest Bruce Green said that there are 1200 Afghani families signing papers, who don’t know what 
they are signing because of language problems and illiteracy. He said that we need parent 
empowerment to replace parent deficiency and that opting out of public education is not an effective 
model. A member said that non-English speaking parents are uninformed and with the language 
issues there is no religious or cultural protection for parents. The next member said that the reviewed 
programs which received the most votes from this committee were the ones with the most parent 
involvement. The next member agreed and that her biggest concern was implementation. The next 
member said that parent education is desperately needed. The next member said that there is no Ed 
Code mandate for elementary school and she has concerns about implementation. The next member 
asked who will teach this, is very concerned, we need to respect all these cultures, religious beliefs, 
stress parental rights, and modesty issues. The next member thanked the men for all the input. She 
recommended a liaison go to the web site for content and that parents can always opt out. The next 
member said that he sees issues with implementation at the 4th grade level and also with 5th and 6th 
as well. Bruce Green said we needed to honor each others cultures and that many parents are 
signing forms they cannot read because their children say the teacher asked for signatures. 
Implementation is very important. The liaison is a good idea and he will speak to colleagues in the 
Coalition. Another guest said that the children are too young. Kathy Ashford explained that we are 
functioning at the School Boards request.  
 
At 8:20, Catherine Layden stated that the discussion needed to return to the School Board 
presentation. Dianne Jones said that it would be good to get it done so we can review it at the next 
meeting. Lucienne Bouvier said that it would be best to organize the presentation by which programs 
received the most votes 1st, 2nd, 3rd. Reminder: everyone needs to bring in their Compliance 
worksheets. Kathy Ashford said that it would be the teachers who know their students. Livia Quan 
said that knowing the teacher makes it easier not to worry about it. The next member wants to make 
sure that Planned Parenthood’s name is on the presentation. Nadine Camara said that a group of 
trained teachers would solve implementation problems and that forms need to go out in the 
appropriate languages. Then you would have one teaching team responsible for all. The next 
member said that it is not practical, that science teachers could do it instead of substitutes.  
 
Nadine Camara said that we need reports back from parents, evaluation reports from all levels so we 
have feedback. Lucienne Bouvier would like to revisit the Doug Herman video. 
 
At 8:30 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:  3/10/11 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of March 10, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:04 pm in the FUSD Board Room. A 
quorum was present (14 of 20) 14 with voting privileges. Attendees: Lucienne Bouvier, Nadine 
Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Cathy Critchfield, Ann Crosbie, Anne Damron, James Ho, Dianne 
Jones, Catherine Layden, Catherine Norman, Susan O’Neil, Kathy Velasco, Kathleen Walter,  Carol 
Zilli. District Liaison Kathryn Ashford, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. Four 
guests, Cynthia Fong, parent from American High School, Marilyn Singer from the League of Women 
Voters, Joline Nguyen, a student from American High School, and Superintendent Dr James Morris 
were present. 
 
Introductions were made. The HSEAC mission statement was reviewed for our guests. Amended 
minutes from January 13, 2011(there was no February meeting) were approved with one abstention 
(Ann Crosbie).  
 
The teacher committee is in the process of being formed, comprised of school nurses and teachers to 
review and analyze Sex Education materials. The first of three scheduled meetings is to be on 3/22 
with the hope that a teachers’ group representative will attend our April meeting, with the goal of us all 
speaking to the School Board with a unified voice. Roxanne Jablonski-Liu may be contacted for more 
information. 
 
Anne Damron reminded the committee that the date for our School Board presentation has been 
delayed until April or May.  The committee reviewed the slides of the upcoming presentation to the 
School Board Trustees regarding recommendations for Grades 4, 5, 6.  It was suggested to leave 
space at the bottom of each slide for close captioning by flipping the top and bottom of each slide as 
the top is the always the same and would not be missed by being over written. Fix slides: King 
County, Wendy Sellers, “core” Curricula.  
 
At 7:30 pm, two HSEAC members, Carol Zilli and Cathy Critchfield, made a presentation to the 
committee “Proposal to address FUSD/Parent Communications Issues”. An updated copy of the 
proposal was distributed during the meeting. Census data regarding demographics by ethnicity and 
religion were presented to demonstrate the growing diverse non-English speaking population in 
Fremont. Pertinent CA Ed Code sections 48985, and 51100-51102 regarding parental notification and 
parental involvement were reviewed. Language barriers and confusing permission slip forms make it 
very difficult to be an informed parent.  
 
The proposal recommended that the communication issue be acknowledged, that we need to foster 
compliance with the CA Ed Code, revise all parent permission forms and notices regarding health and 
sex education curriculum and supplemental materials, revise a parental consent framework, establish 
a partnership with FUSD and parent groups that include diverse ethnicities and cultures to foster 
respect and meet the needs of diverse cultures of Fremont parents, encourage participation of the 
diverse ethnicities and cultures of Fremont parents by revising the HSEAC applications  and other 
online information that might be relevant to parents in the appropriate languages using volunteer 
translators, provide translation of curriculum materials online and/or have ESL parent education 
nights of curriculum content and FUSD parental consent policy, teacher education so that parents 
wishes are respectfully honored, and encourage a directive to locate and provide sex education 
curriculum and supplemental alternatives, referrals, parent support groups and online links that 
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respect the values and customs of the diverse ethnic Fremont community so that parents have 
alternatives when they wish to opt out their child from the  FUSD Comprehensive Sex Education 
curriculum.  
 
At 8 pm, discussion on the proposal began. One member stated that communication inclusiveness is 
part of implementation and asked what are we supposed to be doing?  The next member said that 
communication is a huge problem in the district but these are site situations and this is not the place 
for this, that there are translations, alternative curriculum should be encouraged to be created within 
their communities, district responsibility at 15%, and outreach should be encouraged. 
 
The next member agrees with the entire proposal. To be inclusive to all students under the 15% rule, 
a committee could be formed translate curricula and to establish partnerships with parent groups to 
instill better compliance. The next member said this is not under our mission statement, it is a site 
thing, the city can’t use volunteer translators and do we not have a diversity committee DELAC, 
district English language ethnic race relations committee? This committee has been disbanded. The 
next member did not like the religious data and stated that FLASH has lots of languages, alternative 
Sex Ed would have to be legally compliant. 
 
The next member likes the proposal, wants to revise parent permission slips, and wants teachers to 
be culturally sensitive. A guest said that religious groups are not relevant but groupings by language 
would be better, translations need to be done by trained certified translators. Another member asked 
if we are locally required to verify FLASH translations in Spanish and Mandarin. Someone asked if a 
fundraising committee could be formed to address translation costs. At 8:25 pm, Kathy Ashford said 
no, it would be like forming another Fremont Education Foundation.  
 
Carol Zilli stated that she would like a FUSD school board directive to implement the 
recommendations she and Cathy Critchfield proposed.  Carol also shared her concerns about the 
credibility and bias of the Public Health Institute, an outside agency referenced in another member’s 
comments regarding parental views on comprehensive sex education.   The next member said that 
we could rewrite our mission statement to include implementation and the permission slips which we 
had spent months working on. Superintendent Dr James Morris said that the presentation was 
informative and interesting. He said this is a good district. We can always do better. We can work into 
training the sensitivity value in the recommendations. He stated we are compliant with the 15% rule.  
 
A previous speaker said that bullying is bad for students who opt out, defended the Public Health 
Institute and asked how appropriate things get on the agenda. Could we do dental health issues? 
Kathy Ashford said that the district is in compliance, that they have gone out of their way to make 
sure everything is going right, they train every year, train substitutes too. Every year Junior High 
Science Health teacher trainers train trainers, working with Principles. They keep lists of opt in/opt out 
students. They hire subs to teach science unit book for opt outs. 
 
Anne Damron said we should educate ourselves on the compliance process and that Equity 
Commission procedures are in place. Carol Zilli asked if our standardized application online is 
available in Spanish and Mandarin? 
 
At 8:43 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:  4/14/11 
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Fremont Unified School District 
Health & Sex Education Advisory Committee 

 
Minutes of May 12, 2011 

 
Chairperson Anne Damron called the meeting to order at 7:02 pm in the FUSD Magnolia Room. A 
quorum was present (15 of 20) 15 with voting privileges. Attendees: Lucienne Bouvier, Kelleen Bush, 
Nadine Camara, Elizabeth Champion, Cathy Critchfield, Ann Crosbie, Anne Damron, James Ho, 
Dianne Jones, Catherine Layden, Victoria Leiphart, Catherine Norman, Susan O’Neil, Livia Quan, 
Kathy Velasco. District Liaison Kathryn Ashford, FUSD Director of Secondary Education was present. 
Three guests, Anna-Marie Gibson, parent from Kennedy High School and former member of the 
Wellness Committee, Kay Emanuele, community member from the League of Women Voters, and 
FUSD Board Member Lara York were present. 
 
Anne Damron announced committee member term expirations as yellow highlighted on the sign-in 
sheet.  HSEAC applications can be found on the table. Introductions were made. The HSEAC 
mission statement and Board Directive for Grades 4, 5, 6 were reviewed. Amended minutes from 
April 14, 2011 were unanimously approved. 
 
Kathy Ashford announced that we cannot review the Teacher Recommendations for Grades 4, 5, 6 
because they are not done. The Teacher Committee has another meeting on May 31, 2011 and 
hopes to survey more teachers so we have no feedback to discuss. Look for an email from Kathy 
Ashford about getting together with a group of teachers; ideally we would have representatives from 
both groups together, maybe at the end of a school day. 
 
A flyer about the documentary: Race to Nowhere to be shown on May 21, 2011, from the Fremont 
Education Foundation, FUDTA, and the City of Fremont Human Relations Commission was 
distributed. For information see:    http://www.racetonowhere.com/ 

 
The HSEAC discussed the idea of merging with the Wellness Committee at the request of 
Superintendent Dr James Morris. Anne Damron sent out an information packet via email containing 
Board Policy 5030 and AR5030 containing the federal, state and local legal references regarding 
FUSD’s Comprehensive School Wellness Program. Background information on the Wellness 
Committee from the Board of Education Archives was attached. See links:   
http://www.fremont.k12.ca.us/Page/205    and 
http://www.schoolnutritionandfitness.com/index.php?page=wellnesspolicy&sid=2207091711494122    
 
Anne Damron noted that of the original staff members of the Wellness Committee, one has retired 
and the other, Val Williams is now in Human Resources. The Student Health Advisory Committee 
(SHAC) composed of staff, parents and school nurses reviewed medication policies and regulations 
in 2005/06 to make recommendations to the Board. Anna Gibson, a former member of the Wellness 
Committee said that the Wellness Committee was not working for all stakeholders. In addition to the 
materials emailed to the committee, this was all the available history presented to the HSEAC 
members. 

 
Cathy Norman passed out a handout from the International Agency for Research on Cancer, part of 
the World Health Organization, which listed oral contraceptives and estrogens as agents and groups 
of agents as known human carcinogens. She stated that there is still a lot of work for the HSEAC to 
do, that the FLASH program was approved in haste due to a legal threat because it was the least 
objectionable. Most of the Board members were not happy with the choice. Parents need to be better 
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informed about their responsibilities. Cathy Norman knows of Chinese and Indian parents who have 
moved back to their native countries to avoid FUSD’s sex education to protect their daughters.  
FLASH does not inform of the risks of cancer from contraceptives.  
 
Dianne Jones said that we are complying with state law; moving out of town is not going to help. 
Families with concerns need to take it up with the state legislature. With the Wellness Committee not 
functioning, it would be too much for one committee to function. Wellness could encompass nutrition, 
mental health, physical education, dental, child abuse, substance abuse, student safety, and 
comprehensive sex education.  Ann Crosbie said that there is too much overlap.  If the committees 
merged, would the HSEAC committee need to be reconstituted? Cathy Layden questioned what 
overlap, stating that you can not take Health out of our committees name, that we want our students 
to make healthy choices. Anne Damron agreed that merging the committees would mean renaming, 
new bylaws, etc. 
 
The next member said that Superintendent Dr James Morris’s belief that the HSEAC has nothing left 
to do is based on a lack of knowledge. Families are leaving Fremont because they don’t know their 
rights. We need to focus on parent education, to avoid the loss of revenue. She said that we need to 
teach about the life threatening side effects of the pill. Our mission statement could be changed. The 
previous committee name FLEAC was discussed.  Anne Damron said that one problem with name 
change is parent confusion—some thought Family Life meant we talked about things like what to 
discuss at the family dinner table each night. With so many potential subjects to cover such as 
HIV/AIDS education, PE, nutrition, child abuse, substance abuse, student safety, dental, vision, 
comprehensive sex education, cultures, socio-economic differences, one possible committee 
configuration would be a larger group of committed members meeting in subcommittees to report 
back to the larger group.  
 
Lucienne Bouvier said that it is a natural progression towards Wellness, but there will be challenges. 
The committee will need to be completely restructured. We are too small the way we are. Cathy 
Norman said that our existing committee needs to revisit 7/8 FLASH because it graphically teaches 
the mechanics of intimacy. Anne Damron said that the teachers may be taking that out. Elizabeth 
Champion agrees that the merger would be too much for one committee, that we were rushed to 
approve FLASH. We did a good job on 4, 5, 6, that there are too many important issues to be rushed. 
The Wellness Committee is not functioning; HSEAC is a strong group with more work to do, such as 
the 9th grade Health book is out of compliance. Kathy Ashford said they are not using the text for the 
Sex Ed. unit of instruction.  
 
Anne Damron said that we were rushed at the behest of the Board. We extended the amount of time 
of meetings and moved to a different model to get things done. With a broader umbrella we would 
need a different model. Ann Crosbie said that as Chair of the Equity Commission she has found that 
this is fraught with pitfalls. Topics such as diabetes and teen driving are important to committee 
membership. Passion is needed to hold members dedication to a committee. Another member said 
that small groups in subcommittees would work for topics like nutrition. With topics like sex education 
that have value judgments, big committees are needed for diversity of opinion.  
 
Kathy Ashford explained that Superintendent Dr. James Morris was looking at the merger idea with 
the typical textbook turnover of 7 years.  If the district keeps the existing curricula adopted for 7 years, 
this would free up the committees’ time to see what bigger impact we could have for Fremont 
students. She explained that normally the money for textbooks is banked while waiting for the next 
adoption, but is now being rolled over into the general fund.  
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Cathy Layden said that Board Member Larry Sweeney stated that while he would vote to approve 7/8 
FLASH because they had to choose something under threat of lawsuit, that he expected us to find 
something better for the students of Fremont. Nadine Camara stated that Board Member Ivy Wu 
agreed with him. This task alone is more than enough to keep the HSEAC busy next year. Cathy 
Critchfield said that medically accurate information can’t wait 7 years, sexual health affects fertility. 
Equal access to information to parents who don’t speak English is an important concern. Translations 
are a health equity issue. They don’t know what controversial things are being taught. Parents are 
being opted out; upset parents are being ignored. Do not dilute this group. 
 
Ann Crosbie said that health teachers go to the CDC website to get current updated specifics for what 
they are teaching. 7/8 FLASH provides some public health materials in a variety of languages. There 
is cost associated with translations, the law mandates when translations for parents are required. A 
previous member stated that she believes we cannot do better than FLASH for other languages 
 
Lucienne Bouvier said that the curriculum makes information available but doctors write prescriptions 
and review risks, benefits, side effects with their patients. Doctors do counseling not teachers.  The 
implementation of family life is not our purview; it’s the district’s job; a staff oversight responsibility.  
 
At 8:15 pm, Anne Damron said that at her elementary school, they don’t meet the 15% mandate for 
distributing parent information in other languages, but she observed the extra effort the staff made to 
communicate with parents. Other staff members phoned parents speaking Farsi, Mandarin, and 
Spanish; telling parents exactly what material teachers were going over and what the videos covered; 
an extra effort was made to reach out to families.  
 
The next member said that one on one communication would be easier in the elementary schools 
because the material is much less controversial at that level. Our group can do more for equal access 
as required by law to inform parents. For full disclosure to avoid lawsuits, FUSD should post links on 
their website. She said that the Wellness Committee went away because the subject was boring.  
 
Susan O’Neil said that we are not really being asked to merge since the Wellness Committee is not 
functioning, but that we are being asked to take on more work. Compliance, the notification action 
arm is part of what we want to do. Kathy Ashford is only one person and funds are limited.  Most of 
what we have accomplished is available on the computer. Parental notification is do able. She 
commends Ann Crosbie for her child abuse research. Some dietary issues are controversial. How 
would the parameters of our group change? More members working in concert, and then bringing 
their research back to our group?  
 
At 8:26pm, a previous speaker said that students whose parents opt them out feel mortified. They are 
being pressured to participate in things that are antithetical to their families’ beliefs. Another speaker 
said that parents are left with the fall out of choices made, with the main impact on families and 
society. Kathy Ashford said that it is a Board choice to use the expertise in this room to provide 
advisement to the Board. 
  
The next member said that the discussion of the many topics that could fall under wellness has 
expanded beyond what is mandated by law. Nutrition services and physical fitness are federally 
mandated. She said that a larger group would need to meet twice as often using subcommittees to 
cover the required subjects. A previous speaker said that we would need a lot more meetings. 
 
Anne Damron said we want to share the minutes of this meeting with Dr. Morris ASAP and suggests 
that we reconvene on June 9, 2011.  
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Nadine Camara made a motion to call for a vote with those present to obtain a vote count of 
members that recommend to the Board that we merge the HSEAC with the Wellness Committee. 
Cathy Norman seconded the motion. The vote went as follows:  1 yes, 8 no, 6 undecided 
 
Nadine Camara made a motion to meet next month on June 9, 2011. Cathy Layden seconded the 
motion.  The vote was:  14 yes, 1 no. 
 
Reminder:  HSEAC members should look for an email to meet with the teachers committee. 
 
Ann Crosbie asked how to poll how many 4th grade girls are menstruating in our district. Lucienne 
Bouvier and Victoria Leiphart agreed that the numbers would be from 5% - 10%. Anne Damron said 
we should research the district’s ability to survey students and to discuss this as possible future 
agenda item. 

 
At 8:40 pm, M/S/A to end the meeting: unanimous. 
Minutes submitted by the Secretary Catherine Layden. 
Approved:   6/16/11 


